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SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 66D4B : Same as No. 66A4B except this dial is intended for use in a PBX switchboard, and extra contacts are provided on 
the dial common switch for external switching. 

Nine electrical connections are required between the dial and the switchboard, and the leads extending from the dial are ter
minated in a 9-pin (KS-19088 L5) connector. 

No. 66E3A: Same as No. 66A3A except access leads are provided so that dial switching functions (coil taps and common switch) 
necessary to produce the dual-frequency signals may be performed by external switches. Circuitry for speakerphone is not 
provided. In all, a total of 27 spade-tipped leads extend from the dial . 

The user is cautioned that the attachment of remote switching apparatus may have a detuning effect on the dial oscillator due 
to induced capacitance. Whenever such apparatus is connected, all dial output frequencies should be measured. If the 
change in frequency, due to the connections, is less than +0.0, -0.18%, the dial will still meet system requirements. 

No. 66F3A: Same as No. 66A3A except, in addition, each button operates two electrically independent "make" contacts correspond
ing to the row and column position of the button. 

Contacts are provided on the dial common switch for external switching. Eighteen connections are brought out from the dial to 
a 25-pin (KS-19088 L2) connector. 

No. 66G3C: Same as No. 66A3A except does not contain circuit board assembly and does not generate tones, only switch functions. 
Each button operates two "make" contacts associated with its button row and column position. In addition, each button operates 

a common switch assembly consisting of two "make" and four "break" contacts. 
Twenty connections are brought out from the dial in a 25-pin (KS-19088 L2) connector. 

No. 66H3C: Same as No. 66F3A except intended for use in the line status verifier position control unit . 
Six special service buttons have gray snap-on caps with transparent windows. 
Provided with the necessary switching for use with a speakerphone. 
An additional "make" contact is provided on the common switch. 
Twenty-three connections are brought out from the dial to the set in a 25-pin (KS-19088 L2) connector. 

Code No. Rating 

66D4B A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
66E3A " " 
66F3A " " 
66G3C " " 
66H3C " " 
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